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We present femtosecond pump-probe measurements, both conventional and electric field-assisted, on or-
ganic light-emitting devices based onpara-hexaphenyl. The dominant triplet exciton generation mechanism is
assigned to nongeminate bimolecular recombination of photogenerated, spin-1

2 polarons. This process is active
within a few hundred femtoseconds after photoexcitation and involves about 20% of the initially excited states.
At higher photoexcitation densities, we observe an additional triplet generation mechanism, which occurs in
the 10-ps time domain, due to fusion of singlet excitons and subsequent fission into correlated triplet pairs. The
latter decay on the 102-ps time scale by geminate recombination.@S0163-1829~99!01721-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Organicp-conjugated molecules are very attractive ma
rials for optoelectronic devices such as organic light-emitt
diodes1–4 ~OLED’s!, light-emitting electrochemical cells,5

photodiodes, and solar cells.6 Among them, size-controlled
oligomers can be regarded as model compounds for stud
fundamental properties ofp electrons in longer chain poly
mers. Light absorption in such materials results in the g
eration of intrachain electron-hole pairs, called exciton7

Dissociation of excitons is the dominant mechanism
charge-carrier~polaron! generation following photoexcita
tion. This process, which can be enhanced by applying
external electric field, is relevant for photovoltaic applic
tions. The recombination of oppositely charged polarons i
luminescent singlet excitons or nonradiative triplet excito
is one of the processes that govern the efficiency of OLED
For this reason, studying the dissociation and recombina
mechanisms is of fundamental importance both for appl
tions and basic understanding.

In this work we present ultrafast pump/probe experime
performed on OLED structures consisting of aluminu
para-hexaphenyl~PHP!/indium tin oxide~ITO!. PHP can be
considered as a model substance for phenylene-b
materials8 and is used to build stable blue-emittin
OLED’s.2–4,9 Due to its well-defined conjugation length an
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~22!/14336~6!/$15.00
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chemical structure, PHP exhibits well-resolved photoinduc
absorption~PA! features that can be assigned to polaro
triplet-, and singlet-state absorption. This allows us to op
cally address the exciton dissociation and polaron recom
nation dynamics in a real device structure with femtoseco
time resolution. By using both conventional and fiel
assisted pump-probe techniques, we identify a fast nonc
ventional triplet exciton generation mechanism consisting
two steps:~i! singlet exciton dissociation into polarons an
~ii ! nongeminate bimolecular recombination of the polaro
following the spin statistics. At high-excitation densities,
additional fast triplet exciton generation mechanism is o
served, which is attributed to singlet exciton fusion and s
sequent fission into correlated triplet pairs.

II. EXPERIMENT

Homogeneous, polycrystalline layers of highly purifie
PHP with a thickness of about 200 nm were evaporated o
ITO-covered glass substrates. Subsequently, an alumi
cathode was evaporated onto the PHP layer to obtai
single-layer OLED structure.

The laser source was a Ti:sapphire laser system w
chirped-pulse amplification, which provided 140-fs pulses
780 nm and 700-mJ energy at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. Th
excitation pulses at 390 nm were generated by second
14 336 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 59 14 337ULTRAFAST PHOTOGENERATION MECHANISMS OF . . .
monic of the fundamental beam in a 1-mm-thick LiB3O5
crystal. The pump beam was focused to a spot size of 80mm,
so the excitation energy density could be varied between
and 12 mJ/cm2 per pulse. Conventional pump-probe expe
ments were carried out in the visible and near-infrared sp
tral range using the white-light supercontinuum generate
a thin sapphire plate.10 Mirrors were used to collect the su
percontinuum pulse and to focus it onto the sample in or
to minimize frequency chirp effects. During the experime
the sample was kept in vacuum at room temperature.

The following measurements were carried out:~i! The
whole white-light pulse was spectrally analyzed after trav
ing through the sample using a spectrometer and a sil
diode array. Transmission difference spectra are plotted
DT/T, whereDT is the pump-induced transmission chang
obtained by subtracting pump-on and pump-off data, andT is
the sample transmission. In the small signal limitDT/T
>Dad, where Da is the absorbance change andd is the
sample thickness~for very thick samplesd is replaced by the
pump penetration depth!. Thus,DT/T is proportional to the
excited-state populationN, sinceDa5sN, with s the ab-
sorption cross section.DT.0 is associated to photobleac
ing ~PB! or stimulated emission~SE!, DT,0 to PA. Aver-
aging over about 102 data acquisitions provides a sensitivi
of about 1023 in DT/T; due to the small frequency chirp o
the white-light pulse the overall time resolution in this e
periment is 500 fs.~ii ! The evolution in time of theDT
signal is measured in a narrow spectral window of 10
using interference filters placed in front of the detector.
this case we use a preamplified photodiode and stan
lock-in technique. This allows a higher sensitivity, of abo
1024 in DT/T and a better time resolution, which is limite
by the experimental cross correlation to about 200 fs. In b
experiments the pump and probe beams were linearly po
ized, parallel to each other.

In electric field-assisted pump-probe experiments
pump and probe beams pass the glass, ITO, and polym
be reflected by the aluminum. With the unbiased LED,
measured conventional transient pump/probe spectra, as
viously described. With the device biased we measure
total dynamics in presence of the electric field, (DT/T)F . In
order to detect small field-induced changes ofDT, we apply
a modulated voltage to the device and reference our de
tion to the field modulation~MF! frequency.11 In this way we
detect only field-induced changes12 in the DT/T spectra,
which we call (DT/T)MF . Following our nomenclature
(DT/T)MF5(DT/T)F2DT/T. Note that the sign of
(DT/T)MF at a given probe wavelength does not necessa
match the sign ofDT/T. For example, for PB or SE
(DT/T)MF.0 corresponds to a field-induced increase of
species responsible for the signal, while (DT/T)MF,0 cor-
responds to a field-induced quenching of the species;
contrary holds for PA.

Assuming a macroscopic average charge-carrier mob
of 1023 cm2/V s, we estimated that the characteristic time
the charges to travel to the electrodes under the maxim
applied field of 1 MV/cm is 20 ns for a 200-nm-thick devic
Hence, any dynamic effects caused by the movement of
charge carriers are much slower than the time scale of
measurement and can be neglected. Different phenomen
be identified looking at their peculiar time behavior. In ge
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eral, (DT/T)MF5D(sN)5DsN1sDN. Ds includes
electric-field effects on the transition oscillator strengths
and Stark shifts of the molecular levels that are expecte
be instantaneous.11 NoninstantaneousDTMF signals are as-
cribed to field-induced changes (DN) in the population den-
sity of the photogenerated species.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Conventional pump-probe spectroscopy

Figure 1~a! shows conventional transmission differen
spectra at room temperature for different pump-probe de
(tD). We observe a positiveDT band for probing energies
higher than 2.5 eV, peaking at about 2.7 eV. For lower pr
ing energies, we observe three PA features peaking at
eV (PA1), 1.8 eV (PA2), and 2.09 eV (PA3), respectively.
Different decay kinetics, excitation intensity dependen
and field-induced changes indicate that PA1, PA2, and PA3
have different origins.

We attribute the positiveDT band at 2.7 eV to SE of the
S1→S0 singlet exciton transition since strong photolumine
cence in this region is observed while no significant grou
state absorption is measured.13 The dynamics of PA1 is de-
picted in Fig. 2~a! for an excitation energy of 42 n
~corresponding to an approximate excitation density of
31019cm23). Since it coincides with the dynamics of SE,
is straightforward to assign PA1 to optical absorption from
the lowest-excited singlet stateS1 to higher-lying states (S1
→Sn), in agreement with previous results.13 Note that PA1 is
energetically positioned nearer to the fundamental freque
of the laser system. Therefore, we probe the temporal ev
tion of PA1 not at the peak position, but at its lower ener
side, at 1.51 eV. The decay at this pump-pulse ene
matches a stretched exponential function PA1(t)
}exp@(2t/t)a# with t575 ps and a50.5, according to
monomolecular recombination in a disordered material.14 In
agreement with doping-induced spectra of hexaphenyl15 and
theoretical calculations16 that predict two absorption bands

FIG. 1. ~a! Conventional transient pump/probe spectra of t
polycrystalline PHP film for different pump-probe delays, measu
in an OLED structure.~b! The field-induced (DT/T)MF spectrum of
PHP films for pump-probe delay of 20 ps and an applied-reve
bias of 16 V. Data points are obtained using a monochromato
interference filters. The solid line is a guide to the eye.
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14 338 PRB 59C. ZENZ et al.
0.7 and 1.95 eV for singly charged polarons, we assign P3
at 2.09 eV to photoinduced polaron absorption. PA2 at 1.8
eV is the only persistent feature at 400 ps@Fig. 1~a!#. This
band is assigned to triplet-triplet transitions (T1→Tn) based
on cw-PA measurements.17 For short delays, the high-energ
tail of PA1 is superimposed on PA2; therefore the actua
dynamics of PA2 can be separated by using theknowntime
dependence of PA. The measured dynamics at 1.8 eV
low pump-pulse energies~,42 nJ! @Fig. 2~b!# can be repro-
duced by a stretched exponential with thesame parameters
as for PA1 plus a plateau. In Fig. 2~c! we plotted the differ-
ence, after proper normalization, of theDT traces at 1.59 and
1.8 eV, which shows the PA2 dynamics assigned to triple
population. The results suggest that the formation of a lo
living triplet state occurswithin the pump-pulse duration
(tp,200 fs), consistently with theDT/T spectrum fortD
50 ps @Fig. 1~a!#, which shows already the triplet featur
This observation is in contrast to the conventional mec
nism of intersystem crossing~ISC! observed in molecula
solids due to spin wave-function mixing. In this case, t
triplet population should show a build-up time that corr
sponds to the singlet decay. In addition, a simple argum
proves that a sizable triplet population cannot be reac
within 200 fs via spin-orbit coupling ISC. The upper limit fo
the ISC rate (t ISC

21) is obtained considering triplet generatio
as the only nonradiative decay mechanism. The photolu
nescence quantum yield of PHP is about 30%,13 so if the
remaining 70% of the excitation goes into the triplet st
and considering a singlet lifetime of about 200 ps, as de
mined approximating the nonexponential decay@Fig. 2~a!#,
t ISC can be estimated to be 290 ps. After 500 fs the trip
population (nT) formed at such rate is thennT(500 fs)52
31023nS(0), wherenS(0) is the initial singlet population
Assuming a cross section for triplet-triplet absorption of t
same order of magnitude as that for the singlet transition,

FIG. 2. ~a! Normalized time traces of the PA1 absorption band a
1.59 eV for a pump-pulse energy of 42 nJ.~b! Normalized time
traces of PA2 at a probe energy of 1.8 eV for a pump-pulse ene
of 42 nJ~dashed lines!. Solid lines are fitted.~c! PAtrip due to actual
triplet population~see text!.
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triplet PA attD5500 fs would be three orders of magnitud
below our sensitivity and could not be detected.

Also, we can exclude singlet fission18 to be the dominant
triplet formation mechanism in PHP for the following re
sons:~i! fission results into correlated pairs that have a h
probability of mutual annihilation, i.e., shorter lifetime, us
ally in the ps time domain.18 ~ii ! Fission requires the excita
tion photon energy be larger than twice the lowest tripl
state energyE(T1). Based on data for methyl substitute
ladder-type poly~para-phenylene!, where the onset for fis-
sion is observed for excitation photon energies at 3.2
@E(T1)'1.6 eV#,19 we can estimate that the lowest-lyin
triplet is located higher than 1.6 eV in PHP due to the sho
effective conjugation length. Thus, the excitation ener
used in our experiments~3.18 eV! is too small to explain the
observed triplet yield.~iii ! Singlet fission from a higher ex
cited stateS1* that is populated by a second-order proce
such as two-photon absorption or two-step absorption
nonlinear with respect to the intensity of the lig
excitation.20 The excitation intensity dependence of PA1,
monitored attD50 ps, and PA2, monitored at 400 ps, is
plotted in Fig. 3. It will be clear later that PA2 at such a delay
is only due to the long-lived triplet population, associat
with the ultrafast generation process. For low-mediu
pump-pulse energies PA2 shows a linear excitation depen
dence, whereas PA1 grows sublinearly~fitting in the figure
are I x, with x'0.7 from 40 to 300 nJ for PA1, and withx
'1.0 for PA2). This behavior is consistent with the mod
proposed in the following section.

B. Electric field-assisted pump-probe spectroscopy

To clearly identify the triplet formation mechanism i
PHP, we performed field-assisted pump-probe experime
The reverse biasing of the LED ensures negligible inject
from the electrodes, so that exciton-carrier interactions
be disregarded.21 Figure 1~b! shows a (DT)MF spectrum ob-
tained for a delay of 20 ps and an applied reverse bias o
V. We observe a transient decrease of SE@negative
(DT/T)MF signal# and PA1 @positive (DT/T)MF signal# that
can be explained by field-induced dissociation of the sing
exciton population, similar to the effect under steady-st
condition.22–25We emphasize that thecorrelated decrease o
SE and PA1 is a further indication for the assignment of PA1
to singlet exciton transitions, whereasboth PA2 and PA3 are

y

FIG. 3. Excitation density dependence for PA1 at zero time de-
lay ~circles!, and PA2 at 400-ps time delay~crosses!. The solid lines
are fitted.
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increased by the applied field@negative (DT/T)MF signal#,
indicating a corresponding increase of polaron and trip
population. The normalized field-induced changes of
populations are plotted in Fig. 4 vs pump-probe delay, a
being corrected for the spectral overlap. The initial fast r
of the field-induced polaron population (PApol) is correlated
to the singlet exciton (PAsing) quenching within the noise
level indicating a direct dissociation of singlets in
polarons.12 The field-induced triplet population (PAtrip)
shows a much slower build-up dynamics, excluding a dir
reaction from singlets to the triplets. Therefore, we propos
stepwise formation process:~1! breaking of hot excitons into
spin-12 polarons;~2! nongeminate bimolecular recombinatio
of polarons into triplet and singlet excitons with a ratio of 3
following the spin statistics. Within this model the field
induced triplet generation process is a bimolecular reac
that should show an excitation density dependence. This
be demonstrated by the experimental results reported in
5, showing (DT/T)MF for the triplet exciton at different ex
citation densities: these results clearly indicate decreas
the field-induced triplet formation time upon increasing t
excitation densities. From the dynamics we can extrac
coefficient k for the bimolecular polaron recombination
the ps time domain (k5431026 cm3/s). Direct recombina-
tion of polarons implies a relation betweenk and the mobil-
ity m, given by k5@e/(«0« r)#m, where e is the electron
charge,«0 and« r are the vacuum and relative dielectric co

FIG. 4. Normalized field-induced quenching of the singlet a
sorption (PAsing) at 1.59 eV, increase of the triplet absorptio
(PAtrip) at 1.8 eV, and increase of the polaron absorption (PApol) at
2.09 eV for an applied reverse bias of 16 V and a pump-pu
energy of 160 nJ. Traces are vertically displaced for clarity.

FIG. 5. Normalized field-induced buildup of the triplet absor
tion (PAtrip) at 1.8 eV for pump-pulse energies of 100, 160, and 4
nJ. Traces are vertically displaced for clarity.
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stants. Assuming« r54, we obtainm58 cm2/V s, a value
that can be observed in single crystalline organic materia26

However, it should be noted that this mobility is related
hot polarons within a nanocrystal of PHP, i.e., it is a value
a single crystal that is not affected by mesoscopic or mac
scopic motion constrains. For this reason such mobility c
not be observed by conventional electrical or electro-opt
techniques due to the polycrystalline texture of PHP film

We conjecture that this triplet formation mechanism
also active without an applied electric field. In this cas
ultrafast dissociation of a fraction of the initial exciton pop
lation, possibly assisted by disorder19 or caused by single
exciton fusion,27 instantaneously creates polarons at hi
density. Assuming an equal cross section for triplet and s
glet absorption, a 20% yield of free charge carriers is su
cient to explain the magnitude of the observed zero-fi
triplet signal. The high density of photogenerated polaro
gives rise to an ultrafast nongeminate recombination i
triplet excitons, which is comparable to the experimen
resolution of our setup. The situation is different in fiel
assisted pump-probe measurements. From the magnitud
the field-induced signal we deduce that less than 2% of
photoexcitations are affected by the applied field. As a c
sequence of the time-delayed generation of the charge c
ers~see Fig. 4! and of their lower density, the recombinatio
of polarons into triplet excitons can be time resolved. W
emphasize again, that this bimolecular character of the tri
formation and the strong dependence on the polaron den
is demonstrated by the experimental results shown in Fig
The reported sublinear intensity dependence for PA1 may
indicate that the initial hot exciton dissociation is indeed
many-body effect, which becomes more effective at hig
density.

C. High excitation density dynamics

A second mechanism for triplet generation in PHP b
comes evident when the excitation density is increased. T
traces for pump-pulse energy of 400 nJ, corresponding to
estimated excitation density of 231020cm23 @see Fig. 6~a!#
show faster PA1 decay dynamics, which indicates bimolec
lar singlet annihilation13 on the 10-ps time scale. Moreove
for these high pump-pulse energies the PA2 dynamics can no
longer be reproduced by the superposition of a plateau du
a long-living triplet population and PA1. Fitting requires an
additional short-living triplet population PAST that accounts
for up to 20% of the signal. The extracted time behavior
PAST is plotted in Fig. 6~c!. From this plot we see that PAST
has a finite formation time, of about 10 ps, and decays in
102-ps time domain, reflecting the dynamics of the ad
tional generated triplet population.

Note, that the linear excitation density dependence
ported in Fig. 3 is measured at a 400-ps time delay. Thu
contribution of the short-living triplet population can be n
glected at this time delay.

The results reported so far can be rationalized conside
two distinct triplet generation mechanisms:~i! a recombina-
tion of polarons, as discussed previously, and~ii ! a mecha-
nism occurring in the ps timescale at high excitation den
ties, generatingshort-living triplets. The observed fast deca
is obviously in contrast with the metastable character of
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14 340 PRB 59C. ZENZ et al.
triplet state, but can be explained by the presence of tri
pairs with correlated spins that decay due to internal ge
nate coalescence.18 Since we observe that the additional tri
let population is formed on the same time scale of sing
singlet annihilation, we suggest the following reaction:S1
1S1→Sx→T11T1 , i.e., singlet fusion with subsequent fi
sion into correlated triplet pairs. To confirm this mechanis
we have tried to reproduce the experimental data by num
cal integration of the following rate equations:

dnS

dt
52

a

tS
a ta21nS2gt20.5nS

2, ~1!

dDnT

dt
5gt20.5nS

22
DnT

tT
, ~2!

wherenS is the singlet exciton population,tS is the singlet
exciton decay time,g is the bimolecular recombination rat
due to singlet annihilation,DnT is the fraction of the triplet
exciton population generated by fission, andtT is the decay
time of DnT . The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~1!
is the time-dependent recombination rate that yields the
viously mentioned stretched-exponential behavior. The s
ond term accounts for the bimolecular fusion-fissi
process.28 Using the monomolecular decay parameterstS
anda, as obtained from the fitting of PA1 at low-pump en-
ergies, an initial excitation density of 3.531019cm23 and a
recombination rate of 6.6310215cm3 s21/2, we are able to
reproduce the PA1 and PA2 dynamics for excitation densitie
within the investigated range with good agreement@Figs.

FIG. 6. ~a! Normalized time traces of the PA1 absorption band a
1.59 eV for different pump-pulse energies~dashed lines!. ~b! Nor-
malized time traces of PA2 at a probe energy of 1.8 eV for differen
pump-pulse energies~dashed lines!. ~c! PA due to the additiona
short-living triplet populationDnT (PAST) ~see text!. The smooth
curves are calculated according to the rate equations in the tex
et
i-

t-

,
ri-

e-
c-

6~a! and 6~b!#. In particular, the formation and decay of th
additional triplet populationDnT formed by singlet fission
can be well reproduced. The decay time constant, appr
mating the kinetics with a single exponential, istT575 ps
@Fig. 6~c!#, and accounts for geminate recombination of t
triplet pairs.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have performed transient pump a
probe experiments on single layer PHP-OLED’s with a
without an applied external field. Singlet, triplet, and polar
absorption are identified, associated with PA bands at
energy of 1.59, 1.8, and 2.09 eV, respectively. Based
transient data with and without electric field, we identify tw
distinct triplet formation mechanisms in PHP. First, bim
lecular recombination of photoinduced polarons gives rise
a long-living triplet population. Electric field-assisted pum
probe experiments allow us to directly probe this proce
enhancing singlet exciton dissociation into polarons and t
increasing the nongeminate recombination into triplet ex
tons. Second, at high excitation densities we observe tri
generation due to fusion fission of singlet excitons into c
related triplet pairs, which decay in the 100-ps time doma

The field-assisted experiments suggest a scenario of
toexcitation in PHP nanocrystals. The primary neutral int
chain state can dissociate during the first hundred femto
onds into highly mobile spin-1

2 states that quickly recombin
according to spin statistics. Some consideration on energe
should be done. The wave-function delocalization is n
known in PHP. It can be estimated roughly by Stark-shift
polarizability of the excited state11 to be 10 Å, i.e., of the
same order of magnitude of the intermolecular distan
~about 5 Å! in the crystal.29 The initial excited state has onl
0.2 eV excess energy with respect to the optical gap, but
to the close molecular packing in the crystal this energy
be enough to allow disorder-assisted dissociation into p
and following polarons. Polaron-polaron interaction m
thus occur among free, highly mobile polarons, or by pola
exchange among adjacent pairs. In the latter case the e
tive parameters of the interaction would be the recombi
tion ratek, and not the mobility of the polarons. Triplets a
favored by the low-energy position with respect to singl
but also ‘‘thermalized’’ singlets should lie below the hot pa
energy. This ultrashort living phase of the photoexcited m
terial is unexpected in molecular semiconductors, and c
tradicts the general wisdom for Frenkel states. Note, ho
ever, that the final result, after dynamic state mixing, is ag
a distribution of neutral states. Thus, the quantum yield
free charge carriers is small.
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